
Warwick Summer School (Game Theory)
Seminar Questions 1 (Andrew Harkins - University of Warwick)

1. Two office-mates Anna and Bob are deciding how to share some cake which
has been left in the office kitchen. They come up with a proposal of how
to divide the cake:

(a) Anna and Bob simultaneously announce the share of the cake they
want, call these shares x ≤ 1 and y ≤ 1 respectively. If x+y ≤ 1 then
the cake is divided as proposed, if x+ y > 1 then both get nothing.

i. What is the best response for Anna to pick if she thinks Bob will
pick y < 1?

ii. What is the best response for Anna if she thinks Bob will pick
y = 1?

iii. Draw the best response functions for each player and show that
this game has multiple Nash equilibria.

iv. Do we have any reason to believe that one of these Nash equi-
libria will occur in practice?

(b) Anna comes up with another idea: she gets to announces the share
of the cake she wants to keep as x . Bob then gets to decide whether
to accept his offered share of 1 − x or reject it. If Bob rejects then
both get nothing. Draw this game out in extensive form, identify all
the subgames and find any subgame perfect equilibria.

(c) Bob dislikes this idea and comes up with a final proposal to split the
cake: Bob will divide the cake in to slices x and 1 − x and Anna
then gets to decide which slice to take. Find any subgame perfect
equilibria.

2. Consider the following infinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma where play-
ers discount at rate δ.

Cooperate Defect
Cooperate 3,3 0, 5

Defect 5, 0 1, 1

(a) If both players cooperate for the entire game then what is their pay-
off?

(b) What is the best way to cheat against a player playing Grim Trigger.
What would be the payoff if you do so?
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(c) Show that both players using the Grim Trigger strategy is a Nash
equilibrium for any δ ≥ 1/2 (you do not need to show it is subgame
perfect).

(d) Now consider what happens when both players use Tit-for-Tat. What
is the payoff from playing Tit-for-Tat when the other player does?

(e) If the other player is playing Tit-for-Tat then find my payoff if I play

i. Always defect.
ii. Start with D, then C, then D, then C, etc.

(f) Suppose δ > 1/4, which of the above two options is best to exploit a
player playing Tit-for-Tat?

(g) What is the condition on δ which would allow Tit-for-Tat to be sus-
tained as a Nash equilibrium of this game? Explain this result in
comparison to part (c).
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